
HYDRASHYDRAS

In Greek mythology, the Hydra was a 9 headed monster 
whose heads grew back in duplicate when severed.  In 
the real world, human eyes are irreplaceable, so we need 
to protect them as best we can.   You’ll find our Hydras 
safety glasses do so with great comfort and style.
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Your eyes are windows to the beauty of the world.   Protect them always.

KEY FEATURES

 

Outstanding value and protection in a hot new style!
� Polycarbonate temple and lens in a sleek design
� Dual wrap-around lenses 
� Hugs contour of face for maximum protection
� Soft PVC nose piece and  inserts on temple tips for 
        extra comfort
� Hard coated, scratch resistant lenses
� Polycarbonate lenses filter 99.9% of UVA and UVB light
� Meets ANSI Z87.1-2003 requirements for eye protection

Armor Optics is our cornerstone line of high 
performance safety eyewear.  We don't make 
glasses that fail quickly or have to be replaced 
often.  Instead, we endeavor to generate repeat 
business through high customer satisfaction and 
positive word-of-mouth.   You can count on our 
safety glasses and goggles to provide maximum 
protection and performance for users with their 
premium quality, distortion-free lenses made from 
unrecycled resins.  Consistency in lens clarity, 
comfort, care...and competitive pricing make Armor 
Optics  your best choice for eye protection products.   
Always look to ValCrest for the peak of value.  
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Where myths are put to rest and new legends are born.

Clarity
Comfort

Care

Other popular & top selling styles

Aries   S10 Cronos   S19 VenusX   S76

Chirons   S28 Janus    S75 Gorgons   S54 & S55

Hydras   S77

We carry a wide selection of protective eyewear.  Clear, grey, amber, indoor-outdoor, and mirrored lenses are available for most styles.   We 
also stock junior sized safety glasses,  bifocal reading lenses in three lens colors,  safety glasses and goggles with IR lenses for welding,  
glasses with mocha, orange, and blue lenses for special lighting conditions, and glasses with anti-fog coating for extreme temperatures.   


